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Let the bedroom
Be a classroom
A couple of questions
Ima ask you
Let me walk up
To the chalkboard
Skip the instructions, 
I wanna be hands on
When the bell rings, 
Tell me that you'll stay
I'll learn a lot more
If you stay ohh
If you demonstrate it slow, 
I swear I wont forget it
Anymore I wont
Say no, I'll learn it
From my baby all day
To show me, 
Show me how to love
Baby will you be my, 

Teacher, 
Teach me how to love
Baby I need ya
It's as simple as a b c, 
As easy as 1 2 3
Will you be my teacher?
Show me
All the different ways
To please ya
It's as simple as a b c, 
As easy as 1 2 3
(Will you be)

Make me grade A lover
Do it, how you do it, 
Demonstrate it
Under covers
You're the best teacher ever, 
Yea I wanna be
The teacher's pet
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Someone kissing up, 
All over you, 
Obeying all the rules
I swear I'll follow each
And every one of them
I, I'm tired
Of working all alone
If you wanna come
And help me
With the moan work
I wont say no I learn it
From my baby all day
Just show me
Show me how to love baby
Will you be my

Teacher, 
Teach me how to love
Baby I need ya
It's as simple as a b c, 
As easy as 1 2 3
Will you be my teacher?
Show me all
The different ways
To please ya
It's as simple as a b c, 
As easy as 1 2 3
(Will you be)
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